VTEN | Vermont Transportation Efficiency Network

1:30 to 4:30 pm | September 18, 2017
118 Elliot, Brattleboro, Vermont 05301

Pre- and post-meeting networking and social time on Amtrak!

Two Approaches to Moving the Needle: the Very Local & the Statewide

Meeting Objectives

➢ With a focus on bikes and rail, learn about Brattleboro’s successes and goals for a multi-modal downtown.

➢ Identify opportunities as a new statewide transportation policy, research & advocacy coalition is forming.

➢ Review changes to VTEN website.

Agenda

1:30 Welcome, Introductions & Meeting Purpose

1:45 Community-Driven Multi-Modal Improvements in Brattleboro
   Panel with Dave Cohen (vBike), Larry Lewack (Vermont Rail Action Network), and Dr. Becky Jones (Vbikes, 350Brattleboro, Vermont Climate and Health Alliance)
   Q & A

   Group Discussion: What are the challenges and opportunities to replicating these kinds of programs elsewhere? Can the group identify additional resources that can be connected to Brattleboro?

2:55 Break

3:05 Transportation4Vermonters Coalition: A New Partner for Transportation Efficiency
   Presentation from Kate McCarthy, VNRC
   Q & A

   Group Discussion: How will VTEN and the T4VT coalition relate to and complement each other? What opportunities exist to further the goals of efficient & healthy transportation?

4:15 Demo: Host Change for VTEN Website

4:20 Wrap-up & Walk to Train Station

Please fill out a MEETING EVALUATION before you go.